
Calvary Temple FAQ 
 

History 
 
Key Points: 

• The Board’s initial, current, and long-term goal is K-8 all on one campus. In our current space, we face 
increasingly problematic space issues.  

• The Facilities Committee has been attempting to address these issues since early 2012.  
• At least 50 potential opportunities have been pursued.  
• We face limitations financially, there is a lack of viable facilities, there is fierce competition, and 

Whiteman is not easily expanded.  
• Last winter, the Board voted to reduce the size of our incoming 2014-2015 kindergarten down to two 

kindergartens. This is not a feasible solution moving forward.  
• Need to grow our student base at the younger grades, so we have the enrollment needed for a viable 

middle school.  
• If we increase our enrollment at Whiteman, we will face even more space concerns. 

 
A second campus has been considered multiple times. As space constraints have increased, the Board has voted 
to pursue negotiations with Calvary Temple while concurrently seeking parent input regarding the decision. 
 
Benefits from Calvary Temple  
 
K-2 at Calvary Temple: 
There are some key advantages to moving K-2 to Calvary Temple. The location already functions as an early 
learning center, and they have sought younger students as they feel it is a better fit for the existing program. 
While we will be separate from Calvary Temple. Moreover, we will be able to preserve an almost 100% 
linguistically isolated environment. Dr. Nicole Bourdreaux, a leading immersion advocate with whom the 
Facilities Committee talked with, called this “best practices.” There are many school districts (entire districts) 
nationally that are moving to this model. Beyond that, 4 kindergartens allows us to better respond to social / 
emotional health issues for students by providing the flexibility of moving between classrooms. The current two 
kindergarten model, which is not viable long-term financially, also means that a student is stuck with the same 
classmates and teacher regardless of fit. 
 
Expanded Programing for the Middle School: 
The additional space opened up by this decision will hopefully allow us to build on our existing program. We 
can start to move students between classes, give more differentiated instruction, plus add things (potentially) 
like a science lab, a biology lab, drama, band, speech & debate, etc., etc. The auditorium will be open for 
general use, we will potentially have 4 dedicated classrooms for English, plus classrooms for advances math (if 
added) or STEM courses. After the Board and administration get through the initial communication / planning 
phase, and assuming necessary approvals, we will be reaching out to parents for input regarding additions to the 
middle school program. 
 
Diversity: 
A key value for our community is diversity. The school is not currently as economically, or racially, as diverse 
as the majority of the community would like. The Board echoes this concern and value. We are not diverse 
enough. Our students deserve a richer learning environment. Calvary Temple, by allowing us to recruit beyond 
siblings, helps us meet this goal.  
 
Fundraising: 
To raise money, we need to be able to brag about our 8th grade graduates. Success and achievement across all 
grades is important, but donating bodies tend to focus especially on either 8th grade or high school graduates. 



This model gives us the 8th grade graduates we need for long-term goals. It also increases the diversity of our 
community, another key metric for fundraising. 
 
Faculty Staff Satisfaction: 
The feedback from faculty and staff regarding this change has been overwhelmingly positive. These folks 
realize the current limitations due to space concerns and a large number of students at Whiteman. This plan 
allows our teachers to improve on the already exceptional instruction they provide our students. Specials will 
avoid moving to carts / be able to have their own classroom. Target language teachers will be able to continue 
to have peers at the same grade level with which to collaborate. 
 
Financial Viability 
The move back to four kindergartens, and to two campuses, is far better financially. Our CFO, Lori Deacon, 
modeled many different scenarios for DLS moving forward. The K-2 / 3-8 split is the most financially viable, 
and most of the other models left us in the red. Our younger grades are our largest, so it makes the most sense 
financially to move those grades. Moving around 310 students to Calvary Temple means that we can cover our 
fixed costs, or rent, well at that location. As it is the same cost whether it is 50 or 310 students, our per student 
costs will be a little over $600 at Calvary Temple. At Whiteman, we pay per pupil, instead of a more traditional 
rent structure. We currently pay around $810 per pupil.  
 
 
Challenges to be Addressed: 
 
For this section, we will be quoting directly from questions emailed in from parents. There has been no editing 
of these questions, and we thank each parent for sending them to us. 
 
Parent Question: “The area that has been chosen is inconvenient to the Parent living in the Northeast Denver 
area … The location that is being considered is a lot further from where we live and it will add additional time 
to both our morning and afternoon commutes.” 
 
Thank you for bringing up concerns regarding transportation. The Board feels like the single largest concern for 
parents will be transportation. The initial feedback from our announcement reinforces this concern. We will be 
investing resources to deal with this problem – the current budget is $128,000 per year. We are also forming a 
Transportation Committee to address issue, funding a traffic study, and meeting with DPS transportation 
experts. 
 
We are exploring all available options. This includes busing between locations. It might also include different 
start times, options around after school programming, and anything else that can help alleviate this concern. The 
current plan is to keep the bus stops at Stapleton at the same time in the morning, so those families experience 
as little disruption as possible. We are discussing direct busing to Calvary Temple from key points in Denver. 
 
The Board has multiple members that will have kids at Calvary, and we are committed to dealing with this issue 
as best as possible. 
 
Parent Question: “Whitman is set up to be an ELEMENTARY school. GALS and DSST started as middle 
schools, so why not use this space for a new middle school instead of disrupting the lives of our K-2 graders?”  
 
Calvary Temple already runs an ECE there, so the site also works well for younger kids. Calvary Temple has 
also stated a preference for younger students to fit better with the existing program. Plus, as stated under 
advantages, there are clear immersion language benefits from this linguistically isolated model.  
 



Parent Question: “I'm curious why the board feels it would be best for the young K-2 students to go to the new 
campus rather than splitting off the middle schoolers into a new school. It seems counterintuitive to me to do it 
this way, as the prevailing model is to separate students in 5th or 6th grade.” 
 
Thanks for asking a great question. You raise a key point, and one the Board deliberated on for much time. The 
key factors driving our decision were: 

1. Moving K-2 to one location allows us to create an almost 100% target language environment. As you 
know, English isn’t introduced until 3rd grade. Our student community at Calvary Temple will benefit 
from the isolation linguistically. Also, socially it is better for younger students to be on a separate 
campus.  Blending kindergarten students with eighth graders although can be done successfully is often 
accomplished by creating a building with two distinct areas.  Whiteman does not have this.  Although the 
addition is definitely far from the rest of the classrooms it is not large enough to house the entire middle 
school. 

2. As noted above, compartmentalizing age groups is a growing national trend, with educational benefits. 
3. Fifth and 6th grade alone (plus 7th) wouldn¹t be a large enough group of kids for Calvary Temple to be 

viable. 3rd to 7th (we will have 7th grade next year) is potentially too large, plus K-2 is too small for 
Whiteman. This split worked well in terms of numbers. 

4. We have far more ability to create the strongest possible middle school at Whiteman than we would at 
Calvary Temple. The long-term success of the school is highly dependent on creating the strongest K-8 
model possible. 

5. As for another location for the middle school, we have pursued multiple, multiple such options for the 
past three years. Unfortunately, space is at a huge premium in DPS right now. We have not been able to 
find an option that works, but it isn’t due to lack of effort. 

6. There is higher demand for early elementary seats in Denver, and DLS consistently ranks as a top, if the 
not the top, choice kindergarten. This means we can backfill those we might lose due to moving to 
Calvary Temple more easily if those students are younger.  

 
Parent Question: “We can't help but feel there is a bias toward older children and their families at the 
Whitman campus. The evidence is in the fact that you forged ahead with a middle school when DLS clearly 
wasn't prepared for it, sacrificing enrollment in the earlier grades. And, now the trend continues by giving 
preferential treatment to the middle school at the Whitman campus.” 
 
No matter what decision we made, we were going to be disrupting parts of our community. We wish this wasn’t 
true, but it is the reality our community faces. The Board has tried hard to take an objective, unbiased 
perspective on this decision. We have multiple Board members who will have children in Calvary Temple, so 
we do not take the disruption lightly. Our responsibility, as a Board, is to the long-term success of the school, 
not to any single student, any grade of students, or to any community within DLS. 
 
As such, the Board is strongly, and publicly, committed to the best possible middle school. First, and 
foremost, all of the immersion literature shows that students go through rapid growth in 6th, 7th and 8th grade 
as part of the immersion model. We want to be able to give our students the full benefit of immersion, meaning 
we really need them at DLS for the middle school years. Additionally, middle school success is a key driver of 
funding. We need 8th “graduates” to brag about. 
 
Parent Question: “A large percentage of Stapleton parents were behind the original push for the school and 
were DLS's first families, as you probably know.  Many of them (including our family) came to DLS in part 
based on the promise of a NE/Park Hill School.  My understanding (incorrect I now realize) was that the 
DLS charter was written for a NE Denver School. Undoubtedly the board recognizes that the commute (not only 
the distance, also the congested location) makes attendance at best challenging, and at worst untenable for 
those from Stapleton.” 
 
Our goal, and we are working as hard as we can towards this goal, is to give families the information needed to 



make the best choice possible. We recognize that this move creates extra difficulty for our Stapleton families. 
These families are in many ways the core of our community (and around 21% of our population – 117 of 553 
kids). We are doing everything we can to meet the needs of all members of our community, including those in 
Northeast Denver. This includes maintaining, under the current plan, the same morning busing schedule. We 
hope the model is worth the extra effort. 
 
Parent Question: “How would the specials’ teachers be assigned to each location so that each school has 
equally strong teachers, and Whiteman is not necessarily favored?  Would the existing teachers alternate 
schools or would potential new hires be especially skilled working with the K-2 age group?”  
 
Thanks for acknowledging the top-notch teaching staff at DLS.  Absolutely the staff that attends to Whiteman 
will be highly qualified – as will be the staff at Calvary Temple. As noted above, faculty / staff are excited 
about this move. While we can’t guarantee that the “Robins” and our other fantastic specials teachers will be at 
one or the other location, we can guarantee that Kathy and her team will conduct the best possible search to find 
the possible teachers.  
 
Some teachers will also be shared between campuses. The plan, and one that Kathy is committed to with her 
previous experience with a split campus, is for teachers to spend each day at one campus. For shared faculty, 
they will have “Whiteman Days” and “Calvary Temple Days.”  
 
Parent Question: I know that it will be harder on some younger students to be separated from their siblings (for 
example, my incoming kindergartener who will be very upset about starting school separate from her sister ..”) 
 
You raise a great, and important, concern regarding new students excited to be at school with their siblings. 
DLS parents serve on the Board, and they remember how important that was. Some Board members have 
incoming kindergartners, so they understand this issue. The Board, the administration, and the PTA work 
together closely. Together we can certainly figure out a way have siblings there at Calvary Temple to welcome 
younger kids as school starts. We can also consider other ways to leverage those connections over the school 
year.   
 
Parent Question: “I don't think that anyone has bothered to take the time to get parent opinions and I think that 
is wrong. I think that prior to making any decisions that could adversely affect parents and children, someone 
should have done a better job of asking more questions.”  
 
This is our opportunity to get feedback from parents, and to start to address the challenges of two campuses. To 
ensure that we do not lose out on opportunities, such as Calvary Temple, we must collect this input concurrently 
with our negotiations. Having pursued over 50 options over the past three years, it would have been almost 
impossible to inform parents as we started discussions around each possible option.  
 
Parent Question: “The lack of a sense of community in our school has been more and more evident. To have 
two very different locations will only seem to make that worse.  At best we will have two separate communities, 
at worst we will have two schools without a community either as a whole or even separately.” 
 
The Board, and PTA, plus our new leadership team all agree that community is an important need to address 
moving forward. I am proud to be part of the DLS community, and I hope that the community will grow 
stronger. The right leadership, coupled with a solution to our facilities concerns, will help with this. 
 
I am excited to let you know that we are rolling out a new DLS website (finally!). The Board has spent 
considerable time and resources on the new website. It will include more frequent news updates from DLS, 
which will help address your communication / community concerns.  
 
The facilities at Calvary Temple allow for large community groups with ample parking and meeting spaces.  



The auditorium itself can hold 1200 allowing for our students to put on plays, have Spanish heritage festivals, 
host Chinese New Year, or other options all without needing to put on these wonderful events on separate 
nights. 
 
Parent Question: “Why isn't it possible to find a site that is big enough to house the whole school? “The 
Whiteman campus seems best suited for K-5.  Why not find a better space for the elementary?  Why not house it 
within one of the other middle schools in the area as other schools have done?   
 
As for a site for either the middle school program, or for K-5, or for the entire K-8, this is hard to achieve. 
Building an entirely new site would require around 25 million dollars (if not more — construction costs are 
rapidly increasing). Moreover, it is rare for DPS to house an entire K-8 in one of their buildings. Realizing that, 
the Board has been actively pursuing options for at least the past three years. We have made offers on properties 
(including some financed through unusual partnerships with local organizations) that haven’t worked out, 
including the Waldorf School and Denver Christian. We have pursued multiple options for space sharing. We 
have explored co-location options with at least 10 DPS schools, including many meetings with DPS about 
Manual, Smiley, Hill, SMIS, George Washington and Isabella Bird. In an effort to make sure our facility needs 
are understood, we have met and continue to meet with key members of the political community including DPS 
board members, city council representatives, and state representatives. We have been aggressive, to the point of 
frustration, to try to find space and we will continue to do so, but we need to secure our short- to mid-term 
solution. Unfortunately, the reality is that there are many charters in Denver looking for additional space. 
Conversely, there isn’t much available. DSST is a leading charter in Denver, and they used Calvary Temple. 
DLS, as another leading charter in Denver, is following that same route. 
 
Parent Question: “I wanted to ensure that one lower-priority but still important issue is being considered at the 
cavalry temple site: the accessibility …  after-school care?” 
 
Rest assured this is a high-priority issue for the DLS board and administration.  The goal is that it will continue 
to be provided by Kaleidoscope or another vendor. Knowing the current waiting list concerns, we will also be 
reaching out to offsite providers. In addition, our transportation discussion opens the possibility to get students 
from one campus to another. We recognize that this option raises additional logistical issues, and we welcome 
input regarding these concerns. 
 
Parent Question: “Can you confirm that this campus will have no religious agenda with respect to the 
curriculum and extracurricular activities?” 
 
Yes. Calvary Temple will serve as our landlord solely. There will be no religious component to anything DLS 
does at the location, and our facilities are distinctly separate from the rest of the facility.  
 
 
 
 


